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Technology	
  Development	
  
• Organizations that integrate R&D with current, near-, mid-,
and long-term programs and missions are able to satisfy
their long-term objectives more efficiently and consistently
– Less risk of suffering schedule slippage or being canceled due to delays or
fatal complications in the development along a critical technology path
– Reduction of the “TRL gap” (transition from fundamental research to
project-based application)

• Investments in technology development:
– Invigorate / stimulate / challenge innovation
– Spur accelerated flow down of technology to everyday applications
– Create a significant number of skilled jobs and opportunities, particularly for
students and young professionals
– Contribute substantially to the sustainability of complex, large-scale, longterm projects and programs

NASA and the space industry are no exception!

NASA	
  –	
  The	
  Early	
  Years	
  
• NASA established in 1958
– Primary efforts toward landing humans on the moon
– Parallel technology development efforts enabled a broad range of
missions to explore the solar system
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More	
  Recently…	
  
• The last few decades have seen NASA:
– As a predominantly operations-centered organization
– Primarily defining missions first, then seeking to develop the necessary
technologies
• Stalled progress in human exploration programs
• Led to major cost overruns in Agency-wide programs (MSL, JWST)
• Resulted in cancellation of programs found to be infeasible due to lack of maturity or
existence of the required technologies

• The end of the Space Shuttle Program is resulting in the
transformation from an operational focus back to a design /
R&D focus
– Creation of the NASA Office of the Chief Technologist
– Allows for a portfolio of mission architectures to be pursued, with the
most promising component technologies to be carried forward to reduce
programmatic risk

NASA’s	
  Technology	
  Roadmaps	
  
•

NASA Office of the Chief Technologist (OCT) released roadmaps for
critical space technology areas in Nov. 2010
• Starting point for mapping NASA’s future investments in technology
• NRC is integrating and evaluating the roadmaps to provide prioritized
recommendations for each space technology area
Launch Propulsion Systems
In-Space Propulsion Technologies
Space Power and Energy Storage
Robotic, Tele-Robotics and
Autonomous Systems
Communication and Navigation
Human Health, Life Support and
Habitation Systems
Human Exploration Destination
Systems

Science Instruments, Observatories and
Sensor Systems
Entry, Descent and Landing Systems
Nanotechnology
Modeling, Simulation, Information
Technology and Processing
Materials, Structures, Mechanical
Systems and Manufacturing
Ground and Launch Systems Processing
Thermal Management Systems

Example	
  Space	
  Technology	
  Area	
  
• Entry, Descent, and Landing (EDL) is:
“defined to encompass the components, systems, qualification, and operations
to safely and usefully bring a vehicle from approach conditions to contact with
the surface of a solar system body, or to transit the atmosphere of the body.”

– Applicable to any missions returning to Earth to be recovered or missions
to planetary bodies with atmospheres

• Significant exploratory efforts in 1960s – early 1970s for variety
of EDL technologies (TPS, aeroshell shapes, decelerators,
landing systems)
– Budget cuts and shuttle program development ended these efforts
– All Mars lander missions (1997 – present) relied on the suite of EDL
technologies developed for Viking missions (mid-1970s)

• More advanced technologies are needed to land larger payloads
with greater precision and accuracy at higher, more scientifically
interesting locations [on Mars]

Example	
  Space	
  Technology	
  Area	
  
• Many options under consideration are not new ideas – we have
picked up where development efforts left off 30 to 40 years ago!
– Hypersonic, deployable decelerators
– Supersonic, deployable decelerators
– Supersonic retropropulsion

Concluding	
  Remarks	
  
• The Space Shuttle Program is one of mankind’s greatest
technological achievements, extending our reach into low
Earth orbit
• NASA’s rich history of exploration beyond LEO was supported by
(and still is supported by) technology development
• Achievement of long-term exploration goals to destinations
beyond LEO requires an investment in technology development
• Emphasis on technology development is a good thing!
– Improved sustainability and robustness of complex, long-term projects and
programs
– Portfolios of mission architectures can be pursued, reducing programmatic
risk from development challenges of critical path technologies
– Nearer horizons for new technologies for everyday
– Jobs and opportunities for students and young professionals

